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Some territorial animals recognize familiar neighbours and are less aggressive to established neighbours
than they are to strangers. This form of social recognition produces a ‘dear enemy’ effect, which may
allow animals to reduce the costs of territory defence. The dear enemy effect is thought to reflect either
the decreased threat posed by neighbours relative to strangers (the relative threat hypothesis) or the
decreased need for escalation with increasing familiarity between neighbours (the familiarity hypoth-
esis). We tested for a vocally mediated dear enemy effect in male brilliant-thighed poison frogs, Allobates
femoralis. In this species, the familiarity hypothesis predicts a dear enemy effect, because males defend
long-term stable territories and should be familiar with the calls of their neighbours. In contrast, the
relative threat hypothesis does not predict a dear enemy effect, because neighbours and strangers both
represent competitors for mates and likely pose equivalent threats. Acoustic analyses showed that males
produce individually distinctive advertisement calls. Two playback experiments were conducted to
determine whether territorial males respond less aggressively to neighbours' calls than to strangers' calls
based on this acoustic identity information. In the first experiment, males pursued acoustically simulated
neighbours and strangers to similar distances when calls were played both from the direction of the
neighbour's territory and from a direction with no neighbours. In the second experiment, males
responded aggressively to neighbours' and strangers' calls at similar threshold amplitudes and pursued
these calls to similar distances. Hence, two different playback experiments failed to find evidence of a
vocally mediated dear enemy effect. Our results support the hypothesis that territorial animals respond
to the relative threat posed by neighbours and strangers regardless of their level of familiarity with
neighbours.
© 2018 The Association for the Study of Animal Behaviour. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Many animals recognize conspecific individuals as belonging to
distinct social categories. Social recognition allows animals to direct
behaviours to appropriate individuals, and has been documented in
a variety of social contexts in diverse taxonomic groups (reviewed
in Bee, 2006; Tibbetts & Dale, 2007; Wiley, 2013). One common
form of social recognition in territorial animals is the recognition of
familiar neighbours. Territory holders sometimes behaviourally
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discriminate between neighbours and strangers, producing a
phenomenon called the ‘dear enemy’ effect in which they show
relatively lower levels of aggression towards neighbours (Fisher,
1954; Wilson, 1975). This behaviour likely functions to reduce the
costs of aggressive interactions with neighbours (Jaeger, 1981;
Wilson, 1975).

Not all territorial animals show less aggression to neighbours
than strangers (e.g. Bee, 2003) indicating that territoriality per se
does not predict a dear enemy effect (Temeles, 1994). Two hy-
potheses have been proposed to explain the specific contexts in
which the dear enemy effect is adaptive. The relative threat hy-
pothesis states that territory holders display less aggression to-
wards neighbours because they pose less of a threat than do
evier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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strangers. The rationale behind this hypothesis is that neighbours
already have territories, whereas strangers may be nonterritorial
floaters looking to take over an existing territory (Falls, 1982; Getty,
1987; Temeles, 1994). In contrast, the familiarity hypothesis states
that neighbours show less aggression towards each other because
they have previously established dominance relationships
(Ydenberg, Giraldeau, & Falls, 1988). Having already fought many
times during territory establishment, neighbours are unlikely to
make role mistakes in escalated encounters, whereas strangers
need to fight in order to assess each other (Getty, 1989; Temeles,
1994; Ydenberg et al., 1988). While not mutually exclusive, these
two hypotheses make differing predictions about when a dear
enemy effect should be adaptive. The familiarity hypothesis pre-
dicts decreased aggression with increasing familiarity between
territorial neighbours, while the relative threat hypothesis predicts
a dear enemy effect only in situations where strangers pose a
greater relative threat than neighbours (Temeles, 1994).

One promising taxonomic group for testing these hypotheses is
anuran amphibians. Males of many frog species defend territories
for reproduction from which they produce conspicuous vocaliza-
tions (‘advertisement calls’) that serve the dual function of
attracting females and repelling rival males (Wells, 2007). These
advertisement calls are often individually distinctive (Bee, Reichert,
& Tumulty, 2016). Territorial male frogs respond aggressively to the
calls of conspecific males (Bee et al., 2016), and escalated aggressive
interactions can be costly in terms of injury, energy expenditure
and missed opportunities for attracting mates (Dyson, Reichert, &
Halliday, 2013). Indeed, some territorial frogs show a dear enemy
effect based on advertisement calls, responding less aggressively to
the calls of neighbours than to the calls of strangers (Bee, 2016; Bee
et al., 2016). However, not all territorial frogs show decreased
aggression towards neighbours (Bee, 2003), suggesting potential
evolutionary diversity among territorial species in whether or not
neighbours are treated as dear enemies.

In this study, we performed acoustic playback experiments to
determine whether male brilliant-thighed poison frogs, Allobates
femoralis (Boulenger 1883), respond less aggressively to the calls of
neighbours than to the calls of strangers. This species offers an
opportunity to test hypotheses about the adaptive significance of
the dear enemy effect because the relative threat and familiarity
hypotheses make opposing predictions. The familiarity hypothesis
predicts a dear enemy effect because male A. femoralis have ample
opportunity to become familiar with the advertisement calls of
their neighbours. Male A. femoralis defend long-term territories,
often occupying the same territory for several months during the
rainy season (Gasser, Am�ezquita,&H€odl, 2009; Kaefer, Montanarin,
da Costa, & Lima, 2012; Ringler, Ursprung, & H€odl, 20097;
Roithmair, 1992). Males call regularly from their territories, pro-
ducing loud (80e88 dB sound pressure level (SPL) at 1 m; J. P.
Tumulty & A. Pa�sukonis, personal observations) advertisement
calls that are individually distinctive (Gasser et al., 2009). Similar to
many other territorial frogs (reviewed in Bee et al., 2016), male
A. femoralis respond aggressively to the calls of conspecific males;
their responses escalate from orientation and antiphonal calling to
phonotaxis towards the intruder and physical attacks (H€odl, 1983,
1987; Narins, H€odl, & Grabul, 2003; Roithmair, 1992; Ursprung,
Ringler, & H€odl, 2009). Furthermore, aggressive responses are
generally specific to the acoustic properties of conspecific calls
(Am�ezquita, Castellanos, & H€odl, 2005; Am�ezquita, Flechas, Lima,
Gasser, & H€odl, 2011; Am�ezquita, Lima, Castellanos, Erdtmann, &
de Araujo, 2006; G€od, Franz, & H€odl, 2007; H€odl, Am�ezquita, &
Narins, 2004; V�elez, H€odl, & Am�ezquita, 2012). Territories are
spatially clumped on the forest floor, with neighbour distances
often in the range of 5e15 m (Ringler, Ringler, Maga~na Mendoza, &
H€odl, 2011; this study). Over these distances, the acoustic
properties of A. femoralis advertisement calls experience relatively
little degradation and can elicit aggressive responses from other
territorial males (Ringler, Szipl, et al., 2017).

In contrast, observations of A. femoralis territorial behaviour
suggest that neighbours are at least as threatening to territory
holders as strangers. Defended areas mainly function as areas
where males can advertise to and court females uninterrupted by
rivals (Ringler, Ringler, Jehle, & H€odl, 2012; Ringler et al., 2009;
Roithmair, 1992, 1994). If neighbours and strangers both repre-
sent potential competitors for mates, they may represent equiva-
lent threats to territory holders. For example, several observations
highlight the relatively high level of threat that neighbours may
pose. First, after removing a male from a territory, neighbours are
more likely to take over all or part of a territory than are strangers
(A. Pa�sukonis, personal observation). Second, experiments on a
captive population demonstrate that when males take over a ter-
ritory, they cannibalize the previous male's egg clutches, and the
only observed occurrence of egg cannibalism in the field was per-
formed by a neighbour (Ringler, Beck, Weinlein, Huber, & Ringler,
2017). Finally, males have been observed attempting to interrupt
courtship and steal females from their neighbours (A. Pa�sukonis &
M. Ringler, personal observation). If neighbours and strangers pose
similar threats to territory holders, then the relative threat hy-
pothesis predicts the absence of a dear enemy effect in A. femoralis.

To test for a vocally mediated dear enemy effect in A. femoralis,
we analysed individual variation in A. femoralis advertisement calls
and performed two field playback experiments. We quantified in-
dividual distinctiveness of calls to evaluate the previous results of
Gasser et al. (2009) and confirm that the calls of males in our study
populations were individually distinctive. In both experiments we
broadcast recorded calls of neighbours and strangers to territorial
males and quantified their aggressive responses. In experiment 1,
we examined the effect of both identity (neighbour or stranger) and
direction (neighbour's territory or novel location) on phonotaxis
associated with aggressive responses (Ursprung et al., 2009). Re-
sults consistent with a dear enemy effect would come from males
pursuing the calls of strangers farther than the calls of neighbours
and pursuing calls emanating from a novel location farther than
those emanating from the direction of a neighbour's territory. In
experiment 2, we measured the aggressive thresholds of males in
response to the calls of neighbours and strangers presented from
the direction of the neighbour's territory. Aggressive thresholds are
operationally defined as the lowest call amplitude that elicits an
aggressive response (Rose & Brenowitz, 1991). Results consistent
with a dear enemy effect would come from males having higher
aggressive thresholds (i.e. being less aggressive) to the calls of
neighbours than to the calls of strangers. In both experiments, the
familiarity hypothesis predicts a dear enemy effect while the rela-
tive threat hypothesis does not.

GENERAL METHODS

Study System

We studied two populations of A. femoralis near Camp Parar�e of
the CNRS Nouragues Ecological Research Station located within the
Les Nouragues Nature Reserve, French Guiana (4�020N, 52�410W;
Bongers, Charles-Dominique, Forget, & Th�ery, 2001; Ringler et al.,
2016; Fig. 1). Allobates femoralis are common leaf-litter frogs in this
reserve, and their mating system, territorial behaviour and acoustic
communication have been well studied. Males call from their ter-
ritories throughout the rainy season, with daily calling activity
peaking in the late afternoon (H€odl, 1983; Kaefer et al., 2012).
Courtship and oviposition take place inside territories, but once the
eggs hatch, males carry the tadpoles to terrestrial pools of water
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Figure 1. Map of the locations of the territorial male A. femoralis used in playback experiments. The ‘mainland’ population used in experiment 1 is on the left, and the ‘island’
population used in experiment 2 is on the right (Ringler et al., 2016). Black dots show territory centres of the tested frogs during the respective test periods, bold grey lines outline
the two groups of territorial males on the ‘mainland’, light grey lines indicate altitude. Dark grey areas represent the Arataye River.
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that are outside of male territories (Beck, Loretto, Ringler, H€odl, &
Pa�sukonis, 2017; Ringler, Pasukonis, H€odl, & Ringler, 2013).
Following tadpole deposition, males return to their home terri-
tories with remarkable precision (Beck et al., 2017). Defended areas
are highly variable in size (range 65e418 m2, mean diameter of
circular approximation ¼ 13.9 m) and shape, and distributed un-
evenly, often forming spatially clumped patches (Ringler, Ringler,
Maga~na Mendoza, & H€odl, 2011). These territories are defended
against intrusions by other calling males. This species lacks a
distinct aggressive call, but conspecific advertisement calls of low
amplitude (less than 68 dB SPL) elicit orientation and antiphonal
calling from territory holders, while higher-amplitude calls elicit
phonotaxis that can ultimately escalate to physical aggression
(H€odl, 1987; Narins et al., 2003; Ringler, Szipl, et al., 2017). These
behaviours can be reliably evoked by playing advertisement calls
from a speaker placed on the ground inside or from the border of a
male's territory (H€odl, 1987; Narins et al., 2003; Ringler, Szipl, et al.,
2017).

Field playback experiments were performed on both pop-
ulations of A. femoralis. Experiment 1 was conducted from February
to April in 2013 with males from what we refer to here as the
‘mainland’ population (Ringler, H€odl, & Ringler, 2015; Fig. 1).
Experiment 2 was conducted from January to February in 2015 on
an ‘island’ population. The island population was experimentally
introduced in 2012 to a 4.6 ha forested island in the Arataye River
(Ringler, Mangione, & Ringler, 2015; Ringler et al., 2016; Fig. 1). In
2015, when we performed experiment 2, 67 adult males and 55
adult females were documented on the island. We used calls
recorded from both mainland males (in 2013) and island males (in
2015) in our acoustic analysis. The island andmainland populations
are separated by approximately 0.5 km and by the Arataye River,
preventing any migration between populations.
Territory Sampling

For both experiments, we mapped male territories using
intensive captureerecapture sampling of the study areas. We
sampled the study areas several times per week during the peak
calling times and attempted to catch every calling male. In addition
to calling behaviour, male A. femoralis can be sexed by the presence
of vocal sacs, which females lack. Frogs were captured, sexed,
photographed for identification and then immediately released at
the same location. Allobates femoralis have individually distinctive
ventral colour patterns, and we used photos of these patterns and
the software Wild-ID to identify individuals (Bolger, Morrison,
Vance, Lee, & Farid, 2012; Ringler, Mangione, et al., 2015). We
consideredmales to be territorial if theywere observed calling or in
courtship, or if they showed aggressive responses to a playback
simulating an intruder. The locations of all capture points were
recorded on pocket computers (MobileMapper 10; Ashtech/Spectra
Precision Westminster, CO, U.S.A.) in the GIS software ArcPAD 10
(ESRI, Redlands, CA, U.S.A.) using a detailed background map of the
study area (Ringler et al., 2016).
Acoustic Recordings

Allobates femoralis advertisement calls are repeated rapidly in
call bouts of variable length, usually consisting of 10e20 calls
(Gasser et al., 2009). One call typically consists of four short
(<75 ms) notes delivered as two pairs of notes with shorter inter-
note intervals, separated by a slightly longer interval between the
second and third notes (Fig. 2, Appendix, Table A1). Each note has a
slight upward frequency sweep with a central dominant frequency
of approximately 3400 Hz (Fig. 2, Appendix, Table A1).We recorded
spontaneous advertisement calls of known territorial individuals
between 1430 and 1830 hours, which is when calling activity is
typically highest.We used a solid-state digital recorder (H4n, Zoom,
Tokyo, Japan; PMD-660 or PMD-620, Marantz, Kanagawa, Japan;
44.1 kHz sampling rate, 16-bit resolution) and a directional
microphone (Sennheiser ME64 or ME66, Sennheiser, Wedemark,
Germany) on a tripod positioned approximately 10e20 cm off the
ground, at a distance of 60e120 cm from the calling male. We
recorded at least two full call bouts, each consisting of at least 14
consecutive four-note calls, from each male. Subsequently, we
captured every male to confirm its identity and measured the air
temperature at the location where the male had been calling, after
which males were immediately released. To minimize the potential
effects of temperature-dependent variation in call properties
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Figure 2. Analysis of temporal and spectral properties of A. femoralis advertisement calls. Plots (aec) depict waveforms of (a) eight consecutive calls from one male, (b) a close-up of
two calls with the temporal properties of call duration and call interval indicated with brackets and (c) a close-up of one call with the temporal properties of note duration and note
interval indicated with brackets. (d) Spectrogram (FFT ¼ 1024 points, Hamming window) of the same call as (c) showing the dominant frequency of the call. Scale bars indicate time
along the X axis.
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(reviewed in Gerhardt & Huber, 2002), we only used calls recorded
between 25 �C and 27 �C as playback stimuli.

Animal Welfare Note

Our study was approved by the scientific committee of the
Nouragues Ecological Research Station. All necessary permits were
provided by the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
(CNRS) and by the Direction R�egionale de l'Environnement, de
l'Am�enagement et du Logement (DEAL: ARRETE n�2011-44/DEAL/
SMNBSP/BSP). All experiments were conducted in strict accordance
with current French, European Union and U.S. laws and were
approved by the University of Minnesota IACUC (1401-31258A). We
also adhered to the ‘Guidelines for use of live amphibians and
reptiles in field and laboratory research’ by the Herpetological
Animal Care and Use Committee (HACC) of the American Society of
Ichthyologists and Herpetologists.

INDIVIDUAL VARIATION IN ADVERTISEMENT CALLS

Methods

We quantified the individual distinctiveness of A. femoralis
advertisement calls using a sample of 13 calls per male recorded
from 34 males that served as stimulus donors in our playback
experiments. The 13 calls came from a single recording of each
male. Our analysis allowed us not only to evaluate the previous
results of Gasser et al. (2009), but also to assess statistically
whether calls used in our experiments were individually distinc-
tive. To quantify individual distinctiveness, we performed univari-
ate and multivariate statistical analyses of acoustic properties of
advertisement calls following other similar studies on anuran
acoustic signals (reviewed in Bee et al., 2016).

In total, we measured or calculated 18 acoustic properties
(Appendix, Table A1) using Raven Pro version 1.2.1 (Bioacoustics
Research Program, 2014). We measured 13 properties in the tem-
poral domain using Raven's waveform view (Fig. 2). We measured
call duration as the time between the onset of the first note to the
offset of the last note and call interval as the time between the
offset of the last note to the onset of the first note in the following
call. We calculated instantaneous call rate as the reciprocal of call
period, which was the sum of call duration and the subsequent call
interval. For each note in a call we measured note duration as the
time between the onset and offset of a single note and note interval
as the time between the offset of a note to onset of the subsequent
note. We calculated the instantaneous note rate as the reciprocal of
note period, which was the sum of note duration and note interval.
In the spectral domain, we used Raven's ‘center frequency’ function
in the spectrum view (Hamming Window, 1024 samples) to mea-
sure dominant frequency of both the full four-note call and for each
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note in a call. In all cases, the dominant frequency was the second
harmonic. We chose to treat spectral and temporal measurements
of separate notes within a call as separate variables because there
were consistent differences among notes within calls. While we
know little about the perceptual resolution of A. femoralis to the
acoustic properties we measured, we chose to include all of these
acoustic properties in our statistical analysis in order to estimate
total acoustic identity information in advertisement calls. However,
we emphasize that the results of this analysis have no bearing on
whether or not male A. femoralis can perceive the variation we
measured.

We calculated several descriptive statistics to express the
amount of variation in calls within and among individuals. Statis-
tical analyses were performed in R version 3.2.3 (R Core Team,
2017). All call properties were first standardized to a mean tem-
perature of 26 �C using linear regression to eliminate temperature-
dependent variation in acoustic properties (Platz & Forester, 1988).
We calculated a grand mean and standard deviation based on the
34 individual means in the sample. We used these values to
determine the among-individual coefficient of variation
(CVa ¼ grand SD/grand mean � 100). We determined the ratio of
among-individual to within-individual variation as CVa/CVw. As
additional measures of thewithin- and among-individual variation,
we determined the average range of variation within males (range
within an individual/individual mean � 100) and the maximum
among-male difference (range of individual means/grand
mean � 100). We also performed Model II ANOVAs on each call
property, treating individual as a random effect, and report effect
sizes (partial h2) to describe the proportion of variance explained
by individual differences.

The descriptive statistics were performed on multiple acoustic
properties, many of which are likely correlated with each other,
potentially representing redundant measures of identity informa-
tion (Beecher, 1989). Therefore, we standardized all call properties
and subjected them to a principal components analysis (PCA) to
yield uncorrelated transformed variables using the ‘prcomp’ func-
tion in the ‘stats’ package (R Core Team, 2017), which uses singular
value decomposition instead of eigen decomposition. We then
measured multivariate individual distinctiveness using two tech-
niques. First, we quantified the overall amount of individual iden-
tity information in calls by calculating Beecher's Information
Statistic (HS; Beecher, 1989), which expresses a signal's ability to
reduce uncertainty about the identity of the signaller. We present
results of HS computed from all 18 principal components as well as
a more conservative estimate of HS computed from only the five
principal components with variances greater than one. (These
variances were numerically equivalent to eigenvalues determined
using eigen decomposition.) Second, we performed a discriminant
function analysis to evaluate the accuracy with which calls could be
classified to the correct individual and to determine the acoustic
properties that contribute most towards correct classification. A
linear discriminant function analysis was performed on the five
principal components with variances greater than one as input
variables, using the ‘lda’ function in the ‘MASS’ package (Venables&
Ripley, 2002) in R. The resulting discriminant functions were used
to classify calls to the correct individual using a leave-one-out
cross-validation procedure. We tested whether classification suc-
cess was significantly greater than chance classification for a sam-
ple of 34 individuals following Titus, Mosher, and Williams (1984).
Finally, because territorial males are unlikely to havemore than five
neighbours, and most have only one or two neighbours, our
discriminant analysis of the full data set of 34 males overestimates
the difficulty of the recognition problem faced by territorial males.
Therefore, to examine the classification success of a more biologi-
cally relevant group size (Bee & Gerhardt, 2001a; Bee, Kozich,
Blackwell, & Gerhardt, 2001), we also ran the same cross-
validation procedure on 100 randomly selected groups of five
individuals.
Results and Discussion

All acoustic properties except for call interval exhibited greater
variation among individuals than within individuals (CVa/CVw > 1;
Appendix, Table A1). The effect sizes for individual differences
(partial h2) in acoustic properties ranged from 0.38 to 0.92
(Appendix, Table A1). Call duration and the dominant frequencies
of notes 3 and 4 had the highest CVa/CVw ratios (3.5, 3.7 and 4.0,
respectively) and the largest effect sizes (0.92, 0.88 and 0.88,
respectively). Other fine temporal properties (note duration, in-
terval and rate) and spectral properties (dominant frequencies of
notes 1 and 2) had relatively high CVa/CVw ratios (range 1.5e2.9)
and effect sizes (range 0.65e0.85). The gross temporal properties of
call interval and call rate showed relatively low CVa/CVw ratios (0.9
and 1.1, respectively) and effect sizes (0.39 and 0.51, respectively).
These results suggest that fine temporal properties and spectral
properties are more reliable cues of identity than gross temporal
properties and are consistent with the general trends found in
other analyses of frog calls (Bee et al., 2016).

The principal components analysis yielded five factors with
variances greater than one, which together explained 83% of the
variation in call properties (Appendix, Table A2). The estimate of
the total identity information capacity (HS) using all 18 principal
components was 5.6 bits. The more conservative analysis using
only the five principal components with variances greater than one
resulted in an identity information capacity of 3.8 bits. The
discriminant function analysis assigned 84% of calls to the correct
individual for the full data set (N ¼ 34 individuals). This is signifi-
cantly greater than the 2.9% classification success expected by
chance (Cohen's Kappa¼ 0.83; 95% confidence interval¼ 0.798e0.866;
Z¼ 100.5, P<0.001). Classification success improved for smaller groups
of individuals. Themean classification success for 100 groups of five
randomly selected individuals was 97% (range 88e100%).

We can determine which call properties were most useful for
classifying calls to the correct individual by examining the
discriminant function coefficients for each PCA factor (Appendix,
Table A3), and then the loadings of the original call variables on
those PCA factors (Appendix, Table A2). We will discuss the first
three discriminant functions, which together explained 91% of the
variation in PCA scores among individuals. The first discriminant
function, which explained 53% of the variation among in-
dividuals, loaded most heavily on PCA factor 1. This factor
explained 25% of the overall variation in call properties and
loaded most heavily on all spectral properties and on the tem-
poral properties of call duration, note rate and note duration
(particularly of note 3). The second discriminant function, which
explained 23% of the variation among individuals, loaded most
heavily on PCA factor 2. This factor explained 22% of the overall
variation in call properties and loaded most heavily on all spectral
properties and on the temporal properties of call duration, call
rate and note rate (especially notes 1 and 2). The third discrimi-
nant function, which explained 14% of the variation among in-
dividuals, loaded most heavily on PCA factor 3. This factor
explained 16% of the overall variation in call properties and
loaded most heavily on the fine temporal properties of note
duration and the note intervals of notes 1 and 3. The other
discriminant functions each explained less than 10% of the vari-
ation among individuals. Overall, the discriminant functions and
associated principal components indicate that dominant fre-
quency and note rate (and the inversely correlated property of
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call duration) are more important than other properties for sta-
tistically discriminating among individuals based on calls.

In summary, the advertisement calls of male A. femoralis are
individually distinctive. Most acoustic properties vary considerably
more among individuals than they do within individuals. Adver-
tisement calls can be statistically assigned to the correct individual
based on these acoustic properties, and dominant frequency, note
rate, note duration and call duration are acoustic properties that are
particularly important for statistically discriminating individuals
based on calls. It is worth noting that our analysis may somewhat
underestimate within-individual variation because of our use of
calls from one recording for each male to represent within-male
variation. However, Gasser et al. (2009), who also analysed call
variation in A. femoralis, included calls recorded from the same
males on different days in their analysis and, in general, our results
align quite well with theirs. Gasser et al. (2009) found the calls of
A. femoralis to be individually distinctive even when including
among-day variation and similarly found note rate and note
duration to be most useful for statistically discriminating among
individual males. Given their individually distinctive calls, we
conducted two playback experiments to test the hypothesis that
territorial males behaviourally discriminate between the calls of
neighbours and strangers.
EXPERIMENT 1: PHONOTAXIS TO SIMULATED NEIGHBOURS
AND STRANGERS

Methods

In A. femoralis, phonotaxis towards intruders is a key feature of
the aggressive response of territorial males (Ursprung et al., 2009).
In this playback experiment, we tested the effect of the identity
(neighbour or stranger) and direction (neighbour's territory or
novel location) of an acoustic stimulus on the aggressive phono-
taxis responses of territorial males. Our 2 � 2 design resulted in
four treatments: neighbour's callseneighbour's territory, stranger's
callseneighbour's territory, neighbour's callsenovel location and
stranger's callsenovel location. We broadcast advertisement calls
to territorial males using a linear array of three speakers that were
placed at distances from a focal male equivalent to one-fourth, one-
half and three-fourths the distance between the focal male and his
nearest neighbour (Fig. 3). Our measure of aggression was the
distance moved by males along this linear array, as a proportion of
the distance to the furthest speaker.
Playback stimuli
We used calls from two spatially separated groups of territorial

males on themainland as playback stimuli (Fig. 1). A neighbour was
defined as the nearest territory holder to the focal malewithin 15m
of the male's principal calling site, which was the location where a
male was most often observed calling. Some neighbour stimuli
were necessarily used more than once because some males shared
Speaker 1 Speake

Focal male calling site 1/4 1/2

Figure 3. Schematic of the speaker set-up for experiment 1. Speakers were placed at one-fo
and his neighbour. For the novel location treatment, the speakers were placed at the same a
least 90� away from any neighbour. We measured each male's approach distance as a propo
scale.)
the same nearest neighbour. Calls recorded from males in one
group were used as stranger stimuli for tested males in the other
group. These two groups of territorial males were separated by
approximately 60 m in a forested area of approximately 8.3 ha. We
cannot rule out the possibility that males from the two groups may
have experienced each other's calls during infrequent tadpole
transports, because males may move more than 60 m when
transporting tadpoles (Ringler et al., 2009, 2013). During our study
period, only onemalewas observed in both groups, and only on one
occasion. Stranger stimuli were replicated such that each male
heard a different stranger stimulus, except for two stimuli that
were used twice and one that was used three times because of
limited available stimuli at the times of those tests.

We edited recordings using Praat (version 5.3.85; Boersma &
Weenick, 2014). Each stimulus was composed of two different 10-
call bouts of four-note calls recorded from one male. The calls for
each of these two bouts were taken from separate recordings of the
same male, usually from different days. Gasser et al. (2009) previ-
ously showed that individual identity information is consistent
across days. To create each bout, we chose 10 calls from each
recording that had minimal background noise or overlapping calls
from other males in the recording. We also measured 10 call in-
tervals in the same recording to calculate a mean call interval for
eachmale. To account for variation in call interval, we pasted the 10
selected calls at the mean call interval ± random variation within
10% of the mean. A value of 10% falls within the range of within-
individual coefficients of variation measured for call interval (see
Appendix, Table A1). As reported in the previous section, call in-
terval does not provide reliable information about identity. The two
unique bouts were pasted together in the same sound file and
separated by a 5 s interbout interval of silence. To minimize low-
frequency background noise, each stimulus was high-pass filtered
above 200 Hz and normalized to its peak amplitude. Stimuli were
saved as .WAV files (44.1 kHz sampling rate, 16-bit resolution).
Playback procedure
Playback trials were carried out between 13 March and 9 April

2013, during the hours of peak calling activity (1400e1830 hours).
We tested males in neighbour pairs of longest known stable resi-
dency and only those that had known territory residencies of at
least 2 weeks. In total, 16 males were tested; 15 males were tested
in all four possible treatment combinations and one male was only
tested with calls played from the direction of the neighbour's ter-
ritory, resulting in 62 playback trials. We only tested individuals
that were observed calling on the day of testing and only if their
neighbour was also observed calling within the previous 2 days. If
the neighbour was also calling on the day of testing, he was
captured, placed temporarily in a small plastic container to prevent
him from calling during the playback, and then released immedi-
ately after the test. These frogs were restrained for periods ranging
from 30 min to 2.5 h. Males often resumed normal calling behav-
iour after being released, and we observed no adverse effects of
r 2 Speaker 3

3/4 Neighbour calling site

urth, one-half and three-fourths of the distance between calling sites of the focal male
bsolute distances, but in a direction in which the focal male had no neighbours and at
rtion of the distance to the third, and final, speaker. (Frogs and speakers not drawn to
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temporary restraint in plastic containers. Males were tested with
one or two treatments per day. If males were tested twice in a day,
we waited until the male returned to its original calling site and
resumed normal calling activity before beginning the second test.
For males that were tested twice in a day, the mean time between
tests was 1 h, and ranged from 25 min to 2 h. The order of stimulus
presentation (i.e. whether males heard a neighbour or stranger
first) was counterbalanced within and across individuals so that
males heard a different orderwhen testedwith calls broadcast from
the neighbour's territory and from a novel location, and there were
equal numbers of males hearing neighbour and stranger stimuli
first.

We used a linear array of three amplified, battery-powered
speakers (EcoXBT, Grace Digital, San Diego, CA, U.S.A.) to quantify
phonotaxis approach distances in response to a playback-simulated
intruder. The speakers had a flat (±3.5 dB) frequency response
across the dominant frequency range of A. femoralis advertisement
calls. Before playbacks, speakers were calibrated in similar habitat
that was remote from focal males to produce stimuli at sound
pressure levels of 88 dB SPL (±3 dB SPL, re 20 mPa, fast RMS, A-
weighted) at a distance of 1 m, which falls within the natural range
of call amplitude for this species (H€odl, 1983; J. P. Tumulty & A.
Pa�sukonis, personal observation). Note that variation in micro-
habitat characteristics among territories, and variation in distances
to the first speaker, introduced some inevitable variation in the
actual SPLs experienced by males at their initial locations. Cali-
brated speakers were then placed on the ground, equally spaced at
one-fourth, one-half and three-fourths of the distance between the
principal calling site of the focal male and that of his nearest
neighbour (Fig. 3). Absolute distances were determined separately
for each focal male based on the distance to his nearest neighbour
and were held constant for playbacks to that focal male from the
direction of the neighbour's territory and from a novel location. For
the neighbour's territory treatment, the speakers were placed
along an axis between the focal male and his neighbour. For the
novel location treatment, the speakers were placed along an axis
where no adjacent neighbour was present (i.e. no territorial male
within 15 m) and at least 90� away from any neighbour. The
playback stimuli were played from a pocket computer (Mobile-
Mapper 10; Ashtech/Spectra Precision) via a Bluetooth connection.

After setting up the three speakers, we waited for 5 min before
starting the test. Males sometimes stopped calling during speaker
set-up but typically resumed calling during this 5 min period. The
stimulus was then played from the first speaker while the observer
stood at least 3 m to the side of the set-up and observed the male's
behaviour. If the male approached to within 30 cm of the first
speaker, the stimulus was then switched to the second speaker. If
the male then also approached to within 30 cm of the second
speaker, the stimulus was switched to the third, and final speaker.
The trial was terminated if the male failed to initiate an approach
within 1 min of the start of playback, stopped approaching for
1 min, started moving away from a speaker, or reached the final
speaker. After the trial, we measured the absolute distance that
each male moved along the linear array of speakers. We recorded
an approach distance of 0 m for males that never moved from their
original calling site. We also measured the absolute distance be-
tween the frog's original calling site and the furthest speaker (i.e.
maximum speaker distance) and the sound pressure level of the
stimulus from the first speaker at the position of the frog's original
calling site (i.e. stimulus amplitude). These two measures were
used as covariates in our statistical analyses. Sound pressure level
was measured using a digital sound level meter (SL-100, Voltcraft,
Hirschau, Germany). After the last trial of the day, the male was
captured to confirm his identity, and then immediately released.
Occasionally, wewere unable to capture amale and his identity was
assumed based on previous capture points at the same calling site.
In all instances where the frog was captured, it was the same in-
dividual as assumed based on location alone.

Data analysis
The distances between speakers were determined based on the

natural, absolute distances between territorial males. To control for
variation in absolute speaker distances across trials, we computed
each male's approach distance as a proportion of the total distance
to the third, and final, speaker. We fitted a beta regression to the
proportion of total distance moved by a focal male (hereafter,
‘proportional approach distance’). We allowed treatment (identity:
neighbour's calls or stranger's calls; and direction: neighbour's
territory or novel location) to affect the mean and dispersion of a
beta distribution (i.e. a distribution bounded between 0 and 1) via a
logistic link and a log link, respectively. We will refer to these two
components of the model as the ‘mean process’ and ‘dispersion
process’, respectively. We included individual as a random effect to
control for variation among individuals. The continuous covariates
of maximum speaker distance and stimulus amplitude were cen-
tred to their means and scaled to their standard deviations to aid in
convergence.We used a fully Bayesian approach to sample from the
posterior distributions of our parameters (for excellent primers on
this approach, see Bolker, 2008; Clark, 2007; Hobbs & Hooten,
2015; Hooten & Hobbs, 2015). We used an MCMC sampler in
JAGS (Plummer, 2003) to simulate three chains 500 000 times after
an adaptive phase of 10 000 iterations and a burn-in on 50 000
iterations. The chains were thinned every 50 iterations. The full
posterior of our model can be found in the Appendix, equation (A1).
In our analysis, we considered the neighbour's callseneighbour's
territory treatment combination to be the reference category and
compared other treatment combinations to it. We evaluated the
effects of treatments (i.e. stranger's calls, novel location and
stranger's callsenovel location) and covariates (stimulus amplitude
and maximum speaker distance) relative to this reference category.
A treatment or covariatewas determined to have a detectable effect
on the response variable if its 95% credible interval for coefficient
estimates of mean or dispersion processes did not include zero.

Results and Discussion

The mean distance between calling sites of neighbouring males
was 9.1 m and ranged from 6.4 to 13.2 m. The mean distances be-
tween speakers was 2.3 m and ranged from 1.6 to 3.3 m. Fifteen of
16 males showed phonotaxis towards the stimulus in at least one
test, and seven males approached the stimulus in all four tests.
Phonotaxis towards the stimulus occurred in 47 of the 62 total
playback tests. In the neighbour's callseneighbour's territory
treatment, the distance moved was highly variable; responses
ranged from individuals that moved all the way to the third and
final speaker to others that did not approach the stimulus at all. The
average distance moved by males in this reference treatment was
3.4 m (range 0e9 m), which represents an average proportion of
0.50 of the maximum speaker distance (range 0e1). Males moved
similar distances in the other three treatments, with the average
proportion across these three treatments ranging from 0.45 to 0.67
of the maximum speaker distance (Fig. 4a).

There was no difference in proportional approach distance in
response to the calls of neighbours (0.56) and strangers (0.55). After
controlling for the effects of stimulus amplitude and maximum
speaker distance, the 95% credible intervals for the coefficients for
the effect of stranger's calls on mean and dispersion processes
included zero (Fig. 4b and c). There was a slight increase in pro-
portional approach distance when calls were played from a novel
location compared with calls played from the neighbour's territory
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Figure 4. Results from experiment 1 showing (a) probability density functions of the observed approach distance in response to the calls of neighbours and strangers, played from
both the direction of the neighbour's territory and from a novel location. Diamonds show the mean for each treatment combination. (b, c) Posterior distributions of intercept and
coefficient estimates of the (b) mean process and (c) dispersion process for treatment and covariate effects. Error bars represent 95% credible intervals of these distributions,
horizontal bars represent the median and diamonds represent the mean. The neighbour's callseneighbour's territory treatment combination served as our reference category (i.e.
the intercept) and the posterior distributions show the estimates of beta distribution parameters for this treatment combination. The effects of treatments (stranger's calls, novel
location and stranger's callsenovel location) and covariates (stimulus amplitude and maximum speaker distance) are assessed relative to the reference category. Coefficients for
treatments indicate the difference between the treatment's intercept and that of the reference category; when the 95% credible intervals for these coefficients include zero, it
indicates no detectable effect of the treatment. Coefficients for covariates indicate their slopes; when the 95% credible intervals for these coefficients include zero, it indicates no
detectable effect of the covariate.
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(novel location mean ¼ 0.65, neighbour's territory mean ¼ 0.48;
Fig. 4a). However, 95% credible intervals for the coefficients for the
effect of novel location on mean and dispersion processes also
included zero after controlling for the effects of stimulus amplitude
and maximum speaker distance (Fig. 4b and c). These results
indicate that the identity and direction of the stimulus did not
affect aggressive responses of male A. femoralis. There was an effect
of stimulus amplitude on mean process of the proportional
approach distance, withmalesmoving farther in response to louder
stimuli (Fig. 4b). There was also an effect of maximum speaker
distance on dispersion process, with slightly less dispersion for
farther distances (Fig. 4c). We calculated Bayesian P values for the
mean, standard deviation and median of the posterior distribution,
and all values were close to 0.5, indicating that our model captured
the data well (Appendix, Table A4).

Overall, this experiment found no evidence that territorial male
A. femoralis behaviourally discriminate between the calls of
neighbours and strangers, as measured by their approach distance
in response to playbacks of advertisement calls. The observed lack
of behavioural discrimination between neighbours' and strangers'
calls was consistent between playbacks from the direction of the
neighbour's territory and from a novel location. Approach distance
in response to advertisement calls should be a reliable measure of
aggression in this species because phonotaxis towards an intruder
precedes physical aggression (Narins et al., 2003). Thus, a longer
distance travelled should indicate that a male is more willing to
engage and fight with an intruder. The fact that territorial males
approached to similar distances in response to the calls of neigh-
bours and strangers from both the direction of the neighbour's
territory and a novel location suggests that, in contrast to expec-
tations for a dear enemy effect, they treated calling neighbours and
strangers with similar levels of aggression regardless of where they
were encountered. Although the effect of direction was not statis-
tically distinguishable from zero, there was a tendency in the raw
data for males to move slightly farther distances when calls were
played from a directionwith no neighbours. A likely explanation for
this nonsignificant outcome is that the sound pressure levels of
playbacks from the novel location averaged 2.1 dB higher than
those from the direction of the neighbour's territory. We attribute
this small difference in stimulus amplitude to a combination of
variation in our ability to place speakers at specified distances and
stochastic differences in habitat acoustics that differentially
impacted sound attenuation. Importantly, when the variation in
stimulus amplitude was statistically controlled for, there was no
tendency for males to pursue intruders farther in a novel direction.
The design of our second playback experiment was explicitly based
on the potential for stimulus amplitude to influence aggressive
behaviour in frogs.

EXPERIMENT 2: AGGRESSIVE THRESHOLDS FOR NEIGHBOURS
AND STRANGERS

Methods

In previous studies of frogs, aggressive thresholds have been
defined operationally as the lowest stimulus amplitude that elicits
an aggressive response (Rose & Brenowitz, 1991). These thresholds
are plastic, often fluctuating with the density of nearby calling
males (Brenowitz & Rose, 1994; Marshall, Humfeld, & Bee, 2003;
Rose & Brenowitz, 1991). Furthermore, recent evidence for a dear
enemy effect in territorial olive frogs, Babina adenopleura, comes
from experiments showing that males have higher aggressive
thresholds (i.e. are less aggressive) in response to the calls of their
nearest neighbour compared with those of strangers (Chuang, Kam,
& Bee, 2017). In this experiment, we compared the aggressive
thresholds of territorial males in response to playbacks of the calls
of neighbours and strangers. Specifically, we determined males'
thresholds for exhibiting orientation and positive phonotaxis to
stimuli played at increasing amplitudes, as well as their phonotaxis
approach distance, as three measures of aggressive response to the
calls of neighbours and strangers.

Playback stimuli
Experiment 2 was performed on frogs of the island population

(Fig. 1). We used calls recorded from a focal male's nearest neigh-
bour as the neighbour stimulus for that male. Some neighbour
stimuli were necessarily used more than once because some tested
males shared the same nearest neighbour. Stranger stimuli were
created from calls recorded frommales in themainland population,
and thus were never experienced by tested males. We replicated
stranger stimuli so that each focal male heard a different stranger
stimulus. We edited our recordings (44.1 kHz sampling rate, 16-bit
resolution, .WAV) to create stimuli using Adobe Audition 1.5 (Adobe
Systems Inc., San Jose, CA, U.S.A.). A stimulus consisted of a bout of
14 consecutive four-note calls taken from a recording of a male. To
minimize noise, all stimuli were bandpass filtered between 1.3 and
2.2 kHz (which includes the fundamental frequency of the call) and
between 2.6 and 4.4 kHz (which includes the dominant frequency
of the call) using the Adobe Audition ‘FFT filter’ function. Harmonics
above the dominant frequency are present at very low amplitudes
relative to the dominant frequency (mean¼�28 dB, J. P. Tumulty&
A. Pa�sukonis, personal observations) and occur at relatively high
frequencies to which these frogs are unlikely to be very sensitive.
Each stimulus was normalized to 90% of its maximum amplitude
using the ‘normalize’ function in Adobe Audition, and silence was
added to the end of each 14-call bout to create a bout period of 45 s.
We used a custom-written script in MatLab 2014b (MathWorks,
Inc., Natick, MA, U.S.A.) to create 16 attenuation levels for each
stimulus ranging from �0 dB to �30 dB in 2 dB steps.

Playback procedure
On each day of testing, we first calibrated the speaker (Amplified

Field Speaker, Saul Mineroff Electronics, Elmont, NY, U.S.A.) so that
at the highest relative amplitude (i.e. �0 dB), stimuli were
measured to be approximately 82 dB SPL at a distance of 2m, which
is at the high end of the range of natural variation in call amplitude
at this distance for this species (J. P. Tumulty & A. Pa�sukonis, per-
sonal observations). The speaker was flat (±4 dB) across the
dominant frequency range (3e4 kHz) of A. femoralis advertisement
calls. We performed playbacks on actively calling males with pre-
viously identified and recorded nearest neighbours. We placed a
speaker on the ground approximately 2 m from a focal male, along
an axis between the focal male and the nearest neighbour's most
recently observed calling site. We followed the same methods as
experiment 1 for preventing neighbours from calling and for giving
focal males time to resume normal activity before starting
playbacks.

We played stimuli from a digital audio player (iPod, Apple,
Cupertino, CA, U.S.A.) connected to the speaker. We started a
playback with the lowest amplitude (i.e. �30 dB) and increased the
amplitude by 2 dB steps for each repetition of the stimulus. During
the playback, we observed the behaviour of the focal male to
determine two aggressive thresholds. Orientation threshold was
defined as the sound pressure level at which the focal male first
turned to face the speaker, changed to a more erect posture, or
both. These two behaviours typically occurred simultaneously.
Phonotaxis threshold was defined as the stimulus amplitude at
which the focal male started approaching the speaker by moving
more than 30 cm from its original position. Once amale reached the
phonotaxis threshold, we played an additional 10 repetitions of the
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stimulus at the same stimulus amplitude that elicited phonotaxis
while themalewas approaching the speaker. During this part of the
test we noted the location of the male when it was closest to the
speaker. After each playback, we measured the stimulus amplitude
(dB SPL re 20 mPa, fast RMS, A-weighted) at the stimulus attenua-
tion levels that elicited orientation and phonotaxis at the male's
original location using a digital sound level meter (407764, Extech,
Waltham, MA, U.S.A.). We also measured the distance from the
speaker to the male's original position and the distance from the
speaker to the male's location of closest approach.

We tested 20 males using a within-subjects design in which
males were tested with a neighbour's calls and a stranger's calls on
different days, totalling 40 tests. The order in which stimuli were
presented (i.e. neighbour or stranger first) was randomly assigned
to each male, provided that half of the males experienced each
stimulus first. For a playback trial to be considered valid, we
required that the male display an obvious orientation threshold;
males that failed to orient towards the speaker were retested on a
different day. Males that oriented towards the speaker but either
did not approach or moved away from the speaker during a play-
back were not assigned phonotaxis thresholds and were assigned a
distance of 0 m for approach distance. We also measured the dis-
tance to the neighbour's territory using territory maps, because the
distance to a calling neighbour could influence aggressive thresh-
olds (Marshall et al., 2003; Rose & Brenowitz, 1991). To do this, we
calculated the territory centre for each frog based on five locations:
the capture point on the day the frog was tested as well as the four
previous capture points for that individual. In ArcGIS 10 (ESRI,
Redlands, CA, U.S.A.), we used the ‘mean center’ function to
calculate territory centres and the ‘construct sightlines’ function to
calculate the distance between neighbouring territory centres. For
one male that obviously shifted his territory by moving more than
30 m (cf. Ringler et al., 2009), we only used capture points recorded
after the territory shift, resulting in smaller samples for that male of
three and four capture points for the 2 days of testing.

Data analysis
We fitted linear mixed effects models to orientation and pho-

notaxis thresholds in response to the calls of neighbours and
strangers. We included individual as a random effect to control for
variation among males. We used neighbour distance as a covariate
in our analyses. This variable was mean centred and scaled by its
standard deviation to aid in convergence. We also included an
interaction between identity (neighbour or stranger) and neigh-
bour distance, to see if the difference between aggressive thresh-
olds to neighbour's and stranger's calls changed with neighbour
distance. We used a fully Bayesian approach to sample from the
posterior distributions of our parameters. We used an MCMC
sampler in JAGS to simulate three chains 500 000 times after an
adaptive phase of 5000 iterations and a burn-in on 50 000 itera-
tions. The chains were thinned every 100 iterations. The full pos-
terior of the orientation and phonotaxis threshold models had the
same structure, which can be found in the Appendix, equation (A1).

To calculate the approach distance response variable, we first
controlled for variation in speaker distance by expressing the dis-
tance between the male and the speaker at the male's location of
closest approach as a proportion of the total distance between the
male and the speaker at the start of the test. We then took the
inverse of this proportion so that higher values indicate greater
distances moved. Therefore, as in experiment 1, proportional
approach distance is a measure of the net displacement of the male
as a proportion of the maximum approach distance he could have
moved. To statistically model proportional approach distance, we
allowed identity (neighbour's calls or stranger's calls) to affect the
mean and dispersion processes of a beta distribution via a logistic
link and a log link, respectively.We included individual as a random
effect to control for variation among males. We also included
neighbour distance and maximum stimulus amplitude as cova-
riates. Maximum stimulus amplitude was the phonotaxis threshold
for tests in which the male approached the speaker and the
amplitude of the loudest stimulus for tests in which the male did
not approach. These continuous covariates were centred to their
means and scaled to their standard deviations to aid in conver-
gence. We used a fully Bayesian approach to sample from the
posterior distributions of our parameters, using the same likelihood
model and MCMC sampling procedures as in experiment 1 (see
above; Appendix, equation (A1)).

We used the neighbour treatment as our reference category. We
evaluated the effects of treatment (stranger's calls) and covariates
(neighbour distance, maximum stimulus amplitude, or both) rela-
tive to this reference category. As in experiment 1, a treatment or
covariate was determined to have a detectable effect on the
response variable if its 95% credible interval for coefficient esti-
mates of mean or dispersion processes did not include zero.

Results and Discussion

Seventeen of 20 tested males clearly oriented towards both
stimuli the first time they were tested. The other three males only
oriented towards one of the two stimuli the first time they were
tested but did orient to the other stimulus after being retested once
(N ¼ 2 males) or twice (N ¼ 1 male). The mean orientation
threshold in response to the calls of neighbours was 65.6 dB SPL
(range 55.0e74.6 dB SPL; Fig. 5a). Orientation in response to the
calls of strangers occurred at similar thresholds (mean ¼ 66.3 dB
SPL; range 54.9e79.6 dB SPL; Fig. 5a). The 95% credible interval for
the effect of stranger's calls (relative to the reference category of
neighbour's calls) included zero (Fig. 5b). The mean distance be-
tween neighbouring territory centres was 10.2 m (range
5.7e16.2 m), and the 95% credible intervals for the effect of
neighbour distance on orientation threshold, as well as the inter-
action between neighbour distance and stranger's calls, included
zero (Fig. 5b). Bayesian P values indicated that our model captured
the data well (Appendix, Table A5).

Eleven males showed positive phonotaxis to both stimuli, seven
males showed positive phonotaxis to only one stimulus and two
males did not approach either stimulus. Of the 11 tests in which no
phonotaxis threshold was met, seven were tests in which the male
(N ¼ 6 males) never moved more than 30 cm from his original
position and four were tests inwhich themale (N¼ 4males) moved
away from the speaker. Themean phonotaxis threshold in response
to the calls of neighbours was 72.6 dB SPL (range 60.0e80.3 dB SPL;
Fig. 5a). Males had similar phonotaxis thresholds in response to the
calls of strangers (mean ¼ 71.5 dB SPL; range 60.5e81.2 dB SPL;
Fig. 5a). The 95% credible interval for the effect of stranger's calls
(relative to the reference category of neighbour's calls) included
zero (Fig. 5c). The 95% credible intervals for the effect of neighbour
distance on phonotaxis threshold, as well as the interaction be-
tween neighbour distance and identity, also included zero (Fig. 5c).
Bayesian P values for this model indicate that the model captured
the data well (Appendix, Table A6).

For proportional approach distance, responses ranged from
males that approached all the way to the speaker (1.0) to those that
did not approach at all (0.0). The mean proportional approach
distance in response to neighbours' calls was 0.54 (range 0.0e1.0;
Fig. 6a). Males moved similar distances in response to strangers'
calls (mean ¼ 0.43, range 0.0e1.0; Fig. 6a), and the 95% credible
intervals for the effect of stranger's calls (relative to the reference
category of neighbour's calls) on mean and dispersion processes
included zero (Fig. 6b). Maximum stimulus amplitude
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Figure 5. Results of experiment 2 showing (a) probability density functions of the observed data for orientation and phonotaxis thresholds in response to the calls of neighbours
and strangers. These distributions are truncated at the range of the data. Diamonds show the mean for each treatment. (b, c) Posterior distributions of intercept and coefficient
estimates of the effects of treatments and covariates on (b) orientation threshold and (c) phonotaxis threshold. Error bars represent 95% credible intervals of these distributions,
horizontal bars represent the median and diamonds represent the mean. The neighbour's calls treatment served as our reference category (i.e. the intercept) and the posterior
distributions for this category show estimates of the mean orientation and phonotaxis thresholds to a neighbour's calls. The effects of the other treatment (stranger's calls), a
covariate (neighbour distance) and the treatment � covariate interaction (stranger's calls � neighbour distance) are assessed relative to the reference category. Coefficients for the
treatment indicate the difference between the treatment's intercept and that of the reference category; when the 95% credible intervals for these coefficients include zero, it
indicates no detectable effect of the treatment. Coefficients for covariates and the interaction of treatment and covariates indicate slopes; when the 95% credible intervals for these
coefficients include zero, it indicates no detectable effect of the covariate or interaction.
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(mean ± SD ¼ 74.2 ± 6.7 dB SPL) and neighbour distance also did
not affect proportional approach distance, as indicated by 95%
credible intervals for mean and dispersion processes for these
variables that included zero (Fig. 6b). Bayesian P values for this
model indicate the model captured the data well (Appendix,
Table A7).
In summary, the results of experiment 2 agree with those of
experiment 1 in that they revealed no evidence that male
A. femoralis behaviourally discriminate between the calls of
neighbours and strangers. The determination of aggressive
thresholds has been used successfully to demonstrate a vocally
mediated dear enemy effect in other territorial frogs (Chuang et al.,
2017), yet in the present study, we detected no difference in males'
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orientation or phonotaxis thresholds in response to the calls of
neighbours and strangers. We also found no difference in their
approach distance to the speaker. These results strongly suggest
that male A. femoralis respond equally aggressively to the calls of
neighbours and strangers.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Previous studies of frogs indicate that their vocalizations are
often individually distinctive and could be used as cues to recognize
familiar individuals, and that some territorial species show a
vocally mediated dear enemy effect while others do not (reviewed
in Bee, 2016; Bee et al., 2016). Our study found that the calls of
A. femoralis were individually distinctive, but that males did not
behaviourally discriminate between the calls of territorial neigh-
bours and strangers in a manner consistent with the dear enemy
effect. In the first experiment, males did not differ in their pursuit
distance in response to the calls of neighbours and strangers. They
also responded with similar levels of aggression when calls were
played from the direction of a neighbour's territory and a direction
in which they had no neighbours. In the second experiment, males
had similar thresholds for responding aggressively to neighbours'
and strangers' calls, and they approached these calls to similar
distances.

Null results should always be interpreted with caution and our
results alone cannot rule out the possibility that a dear enemy effect
occurs in A. femoralis but is mediated by other cues. However, we
think the potential for male A. femoralis to use nonacoustic cues to
discriminate between neighbours and strangers would be very
limited based on the behaviour and ecology of this species.
Although males have individually distinctive colour patterns on
their ventral surfaces, these are small (~25 mm body length),
cryptically coloured frogs that, in their normal posture, have ventral
surfaces that face the substrate at or near ground level in the low-
light environment of the rainforest understory. It seems unlikely
that individual differences in ventral colour patterns could be used
to discriminate visually between neighbours and strangers under
these conditions, especially from the distances over which males
will readily engage intruders aggressively in response to hearing
their advertisement calls. Indeed, acoustic signals generally play a
central role in the aggressive interactions between male frogs, can
be perceived by males across typical intermale distances, and other
species of frogs are known to respond less aggressively to the calls
of neighbours than to the calls of strangers. Therefore, our results
raise an important question that can be posed at both an ultimate
and a proximate level: why don't territorial male A. femoralis use
acoustic identity information to treat their neighbours as dear
enemies?

Familiarity, Relative Threat and the Importance of Defended
Resources

At an ultimate level, the lack of a vocally mediated dear enemy
effect in A. femoralis suggests there has not been selection favouring
territorial males that display lower levels of aggression in response
to the calls of neighbours compared with strangers. If correct, this
interpretation is not consistent with the idea that individuals in
neighbouring territories become less aggressive to each other as
they become more familiar with each other (the familiarity hy-
pothesis; Temeles, 1994; Ydenberg et al., 1988). Male A. femoralis
regularly produce loud, individually distinctive advertisement calls
from their territories. Moreover, male A. femoralis often share ter-
ritory boundaries with neighbours for several months at a time
(Gasser et al., 2009; Ringler et al., 2009). This territory tenure is
often longer than the 1e6 weeks that male bullfrogs, Rana
catesbeiana, and male olive frogs, B. adenopleura, typically occupy
territories, yet males of both of these species show a vocally
mediated dear enemy effect (Bee & Gerhardt, 2001b; Chuang et al.,
2017; Davis, 1987). Thus, in A. femoralis, territorial neighbours
would seem to have ample opportunity to become familiar with
each other's calls, yet they do not show decreased aggression to
familiar calls.

We believe that the lack of a vocally mediated dear enemy effect
in A. femoralis is consistent with the idea that selection favours
territorial animals that behaviourally discriminate between
neighbours and strangers only when those social categories pose
different levels of threat to territory holders (the relative threat
hypothesis; Getty, 1987; Temeles, 1994). As stated earlier, obser-
vations from previous field studies of A. femoralis suggest that
neighbours could pose levels of threat to territory owners similar to
or greater than those posed by nonterritorial floaters. Neighbours
have been observed attempting to interrupt courtship and steal
females from territory holders (A. Pa�sukonis &M. Ringler, personal
observation), they may be more likely than strangers to take over
territories (A. Pa�sukonis, personal observation) and they canni-
balize eggs present in usurped territories (Ringler, Beck, et al.,
2017). According to the relative threat hypothesis, when strangers
and neighbours pose similar threats, as may be the case in
A. femoralis, territory holders should treat strangers and neighbours
with similar levels of aggression. Our experimental results are
consistent with this prediction.

In an earlier review of the dear enemy effect, Temeles (1994)
related the relative threats of neighbours and strangers, and
hence the presence or absence of a dear enemy effect, to the type of
territory that was defended. He argued that when individuals
defend multipurpose breeding territories, their potential losses to
strangers (mates and territory) exceed their potential losses to
neighbours (only mates) because neighbours already have their
own territories. Hence, strangers pose a relatively greater threat. In
contrast, in species that defend single-purpose feeding territories,
the potential threat posed by neighbours may equal or exceed that
of strangers because neighbours often attempt to usurp portions of
territories based on fluctuations in food supplies. Consistent with
the relative threat hypothesis, his analysis showed that the dear
enemy effect is indeed more common among species that defend
multipurpose breeding territories than among those that defend
single-purpose feeding territories. One limitation of Temeles's
(1994) generalizations, however, is that birds and mammals
together made up 89% of the 55 species considered in his review.
The territory classifications that describe meaningful variation in
bird and mammal territoriality do not translate well to male frogs,
in which territoriality is closely linked to breeding behaviour
(Wells, 2007). Therefore, we suggest that some refinement of
Temeles's (1994) original ideas is needed. For frogs, we hypothesize
that the abundance and distribution of reproductive resources, and
not the type of territory per se (e.g. multipurpose breeding versus
single-purpose feeding territories) may be the more relevant
consideration determining the relative threats posed by neighbours
and strangers and, thus, in predicting the extent to which neigh-
bours are treated as dear enemies. The limited available evidence
from frogs is so far consistent with this hypothesis.

Among frog species that have beenwell studied in terms of both
the dear enemy effect and territorial behaviour, the dear enemy
effect has been documented in bullfrogs (Davis, 1987), olive frogs
(Chuang et al., 2017) and golden rocket frogs, Anomaloglossus beebei
(Bourne, Collins, Holder, & McCarthy, 2001). One pattern that
emerges from studies of these three species is that a vocally
mediated dear enemy effect occurs when individuals defend
reproductive resources that are limited in terms of their spatial
distribution and availability within the habitat. In R. catesbeiana
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and B. adenopleura, for example, males defend limited oviposition
sites that are related in space to the distribution of suitable aquatic
vegetation (Chuang, Bee, & Kam, 2013; Howard, 1978). Likewise, in
A. beebei, males defend water-filled phytotelmata that function as
both oviposition sites and tadpole deposition sites. The availability
of suitable phytotelmata depends on the abundance and distribu-
tion of giant tank bromeliad (Brocchinia micrantha) in the habitat
(Bourne et al., 2001; J. P. Tumulty, personal observation). Hence, in
these three species, territories can be classified as multipurpose
breeding territories (sensu Temeles, 1994) in that males defend
both physical reproductive resources and areas from which to
advertise to and court females. Thus, consistent with the relative
threat hypothesis, a territory holder's potential losses to neigh-
bours (mates) should be less than their potential losses to strangers
(mates and resources). In contrast, negative results for a vocally
mediated dear enemy effect come from A. femoralis (this study) and
strawberry poison frogs, Oophaga pumilio (Bee, 2003). In these two
species, the locations of male territories seem to be related to areas
with high densities of females, and males compete for calling sites
and access to females in these areas (Meuche, Linsenmair, & Pr€ohl,
2012; Pr€ohl & Berke, 2001; A. Pa�sukonis & M. Ringler, personal
observation). Although oviposition occurs within male territories
and males care for offspring, oviposition sites consist of the abun-
dant dead leaves on the floor of neotropical rainforests (Pr€ohl, 1997,
2005; Roithmair, 1992), which are probably too plentiful to be
spatially limited and worth defending. Instead, territories seem to
function primarily as display areas where males advertise to and
court females (Pr€ohl, 1997, 2005; Ringler et al., 2009, 2012;
Roithmair, 1992, 1994). Thus, males in these two species also
defend multipurpose breeding territories (sensu Temeles, 1994),
but males do not defend spatially limited resources required for
reproduction. In this situation, neighbours and strangers would
both represent competitors for mates, and the potential losses of
mates to neighbours and strangers are expected to be similar. If so,
territory holders should treat neighbours and strangers with
equivalent levels of aggression, a prediction with which current
evidence from both A. femoralis and O. pumilio is consistent.

An additional possible explanation for why neighbours might be
particularly threatening in some species of terrestrial poison frogs
is that reproduction in many members of this group, including
A. femoralis and O. pumilio, involves extended courtship (Grant
et al., 2006; Summers & Tumulty, 2013). In many aquatic-
breeding frogs, such as R. catesbeiana and B. adenopleura, court-
ship is short, and males physically clasp females in a position called
amplexus. While in amplexus, males can often repel rivals and
maintain possession of a female. In contrast, in terrestrial poison
frogs that have extended courtship, the final mating decision is up
to the female (Limerick, 1980; Meuche & Pr€ohl, 2011; Montanarin,
Kaefer,& Lima, 2011; Pr€ohl, 2005; Roithmair, 1992). Because of this,
the female may leave in the middle of courtship to mate with a
neighbour, and sneaking behaviour has been observed in both
O. pumilio (Meuche & Pr€ohl, 2011) and A. femoralis (A. Pa�sukonis &
M. Ringler, personal observation). Thus, terrestrial poison frogs
might have to be particularly intolerant of any nearby males,
regardless of whether or not they are established neighbours. More
sampling among closely related species that differ in both the types
of resources that are defended and courtship behaviour is needed
to test these ideas.

Recognition Systems: Signallers and Receivers

At a proximate level, the question of why male A. femoralis do
not behaviourally discriminate between the calls of neighbours
and strangers must also be considered in the context of recogni-
tion systems. Two key aspects of a social recognition system are
individually distinctive signals and receivers that can perceive
individual variation in signals and remember the signals of
familiar individuals (Bee, 2006; Sherman, Reeve, & Pfennig, 1997).
Our call analysis corroborates the results of Gasser et al. (2009),
which showed that the advertisement calls of A. femoralis are
individually distinctive. Statistical classification success for groups
of five individuals was similarly high in both studies (88e100%,
this study; 81e94%, Gasser et al., 2009). Importantly, however,
individual distinctiveness in a trait does not indicate that it has
been selected to signal identity, or that receivers can perceive in-
dividual variation in the trait. Evidence for the evolution of iden-
tity signalling would come from species that show a vocally
mediated dear enemy effect having more individually distinctive
signals (or signals with more ‘identity information’) than those
without this behaviour, similar to patterns observed in swallows
(Medvin, Stoddard, & Beecher, 1993) and paper wasps (Sheehan &
Tibbetts, 2010; Tibbetts, 2004). Unfortunately, too few data exist
on the identity information of frogs' calls to permit a formal
comparative analysis. Our estimate of the identity information in
A. femoralis advertisement calls was HS ¼ 5.6 bits, which is more
than adequate to allow an ideal receiver to discriminate between
the two categories of neighbour versus stranger. This value is
slightly lower than that reported for B. adenopleura (HS ¼ 7.3 bits;
Chuang et al., 2017) and computed for R. catesbeiana (HS ¼ 7.8 bits;
M. Bee, personal observation), two species that show a vocally
mediated dear enemy effect. This comparison indicates that the
calls of B. adenopleura and R. catesbeiana are more individually
distinctive, and potentially easier for receivers to discriminate,
than those of A. femoralis. However, A. femoralis (Aromobatidae)
and B. adenopleura and R. catesbeiana (both Ranidae) are not
closely related, which limits evolutionary inference. Additional
measures of the identity information in frog advertisement calls
are needed to evaluate these results in a broader evolutionary
context.

We also know little about how the perceptual and cognitive
mechanisms that contribute to recognition might differ between
species that do and do not show a vocally mediated dear enemy
effect. Given the documented species differences in dear enemy
behaviour among territorial frogs, this group is a potentially useful
one for elucidating such mechanisms and their evolution. In
R. catesbeiana, a species that recognizes and responds less
aggressively to the calls of neighbours, low-frequency components
of advertisement calls are encoded by the amphibian papilla, one
of two sensory organs in the amphibian inner ear used to detect
airborne sound. Compared to the basilar papilla, the amphibian
papilla has relatively fine frequency resolution, and males
discriminate between the calls of different individuals based on
differences in frequency (Bee & Gerhardt, 2001b, 2002). In
contrast, A. femoralis advertisement calls are likely encoded by the
basilar papilla (H€odl et al., 2004), which is broadly tuned to higher
frequencies and relatively insensitive to fine differences in fre-
quency (Gerhardt & Huber, 2002). Thus, despite the fact that
dominant frequency was a reliable cue for statistically discrimi-
nating the calls of different individuals in male A. femoralis, and
that male A. femoralis discriminate between conspecific and het-
erospecific calls based on relatively large differences in frequency
(Am�ezquita et al., 2005, 2006), the potential for receivers to
discriminate the small but statistically reliable individual differ-
ences in dominant frequency seems limited. However, the
amphibian auditory system is adept at processing temporal in-
formation (Rose, 2014). Since fine temporal properties such as note
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duration, note rate and call duration are individually distinctive
and reliable for statistically distinguishing individuals, male
A. femoralis may be able to perceive individual differences in
temporal properties. Provided that receivers have the perceptual
and cognitive mechanisms that allow them to recognize familiar
individuals, they must also possess behavioural decision rules for
responding to different individuals, and these decision rules may
be context dependent (Pfennig & Reeve, 1989; Reeve, 1989). Thus,
the absence of behavioural discrimination cannot rule out the
possibility that animals recognize neighbours but employ a deci-
sion rule that treats neighbours and strangers with similar levels
of aggression in a territorial context (Stoddard, 1996).

Conclusions

In summary, our study confirmed that male A. femoralis produce
individually distinctive calls but do not show reduced aggression to
the familiar calls of territorial neighbours relative to the calls of
strangers. This negative result appears to reflect the similar threats
posed by neighbours and strangers when male frogs defend terri-
tories that include areas from which to advertise to and court fe-
males but do not include spatially limited resources required for
reproduction. We suggest that in frogs, the distribution and abun-
dance of reproductive resources are important ecological de-
terminants of the relative threat posed by strangers and territorial
neighbours, and the presence or absence of a dear enemy effect.
Because some species of frogs discriminate between neighbours
and strangers and some do not, this study contributes to a growing
number of studies that can be used for comparative research on the
adaptive significance of the dear enemy effect and the evolution of
recognition systems.
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Appendix
Table A1
Means, standard deviations (SD) and measures of within- (w) and among- (a) individual
26 �C

Call property Grand mean SD CVa Max. among-male
difference

Call temporal properties
Call duration (ms) 424 19 4.5 21.7
Call interval (ms) 477 61 12.9 51.7
Call rate (calls/s) 1.1 0.1 7.1 26.8
Note duration (ms)
Note 1 35 4 10.3 56.5
Note 2 66 5 7.7 37.9
Note 3 50 4 8.5 31.2
Note 4 68 5 7.9 30.8
Note interval (ms)
Note 1 51 5 9.7 42.5
Note 2 108 10 9.6 39.0
Note 3 45 5 10.1 40.6
Instantaneous note rate (notes/s)
Note 1 11.7 0.5 4.2 17.8
Note 2 5.8 0.4 6.5 28.7
Note 3 10.6 0.6 5.4 23.7
Dominant frequency (Hz)
Call 3492 126 3.6 15.4
Note 1 3298 140 4.2 19.5
Note 2 3511 132 3.8 17.6
Note 3 3428 135 3.9 20.3
Note 4 3558 148 4.2 19.6

Note: P values from ANOVAs were all less than 0.001.

Table A2
Results from the principal components analysis showing factor loadings for all factors w

Call property PCA factor

1 2

Call temporal properties (ms)
Call duration ¡0.322 ¡0.32
Call interval ¡0.110 ¡0.19
Call rate 0.178 0.26
Note duration (ms)
Note 1 ¡0.214 0.03
Note 2 ¡0.212 ¡0.16
Note 3 ¡0.251 ¡0.06
Note 4 ¡0.180 ¡0.17
Note interval (ms)
Note 1 ¡0.032 ¡0.21
Note 2 ¡0.133 ¡0.19
Note 3 ¡0.055 ¡0.14
Instantaneous note rate (notes/s)
Note 1 0.250 0.25
Note 2 0.219 0.24
Note 3 0.268 0.19
Dominant frequency (Hz)
Call ¡0.298 0.32
Note 1 ¡0.299 0.26
Note 2 ¡0.296 0.32
Note 3 ¡0.310 0.29
Note 4 ¡0.315 0.29

Variance 4.520 3.92
Proportion of variance 0.251 0.21
Cumulative proportion of variance 0.251 0.46

Loadings within 30% of the largest value for each factor are shown in bold.
variability for 18 acoustic properties standardized to a common air temperature of

Mean CVw (range) Mean
individual
range

CVa/CVw F33,408 Partial h2

1.3 (0.6e3.1) 4.6 3.5 134.3 0.92
13.9 (4.1e34.2) 47.7 0.9 7.5 0.38
6.7 (2.2e15.9) 22.6 1.1 12.8 0.51

4.5 (2.1e9.1) 15.7 2.3 56.4 0.82
3.4 (0.9e8.0) 11.6 2.2 55.4 0.82
5.0 (1.6e13.1) 16.3 1.7 31.2 0.72
3.8 (1.7e11.7) 12.5 2.1 44.9 0.78

4.2 (1.9e8.5) 14.1 2.3 63.8 0.84
4.7 (1.8e14.8) 17.0 2.0 41.6 0.77
6.5 (2.9e16.7) 21.5 1.5 23.3 0.65

1.8 (0.8e3.2) 5.8 2.3 62.3 0.83
2.5 (1.1e6.8) 9.0 2.6 69.7 0.85
2.0 (0.7e6.7) 6.6 2.7 67.3 0.84

1.3 (0.0e2.6) 3.0 2.9 62.6 0.84
1.6 (0.0e5.6) 4.4 2.6 55.2 0.82
1.6 (0.0e4.1) 4.4 2.3 44.7 0.78
1.1 (0.0e2.6) 2.8 3.7 93.0 0.88
1.1 (0.0e3.4) 2.8 4.0 90.4 0.88

ith variances greater than one

3 4 5

6 ¡0.019 0.189 ¡0.127
4 ¡0.072 ¡0.226 0.648
0 0.068 0.165 ¡0.569

0 ¡0.335 0.094 ¡0.134
5 ¡0.337 ¡0.126 ¡0.120
2 ¡0.242 ¡0.339 ¡0.242
4 ¡0.311 ¡0.092 ¡0.136

5 0.445 ¡0.181 ¡0.033
8 0.084 0.586 0.082
3 0.482 0.050 ¡0.015

5 ¡0.256 0.156 0.185
5 0.082 ¡0.495 ¡0.036
0 ¡0.244 0.267 0.233

9 0.077 0.044 0.088
1 0.107 0.094 0.002
8 0.047 0.059 0.109
6 0.132 ¡0.058 0.012
6 0.040 ¡0.038 0.115

8 2.934 1.988 1.568
8 0.163 0.110 0.087
9 0.633 0.743 0.830



Table A3
Results from the linear discriminant function analysis showing the discriminant function coefficients, which indicate the relative importance of each PCA factor in each
discriminant function

PCA factor Discriminant function

1 2 3 4 5

Factor 1 2.092 0.239 0.160 ¡0.008 0.057
Factor 2 0.338 ¡1.446 ¡0.190 0.183 0.180
Factor 3 ¡0.246 ¡0.406 1.396 ¡0.242 ¡0.025
Factor 4 0.040 ¡0.177 ¡0.394 ¡1.318 0.204
Factor 5 0.562 ¡0.698 ¡0.247 ¡0.271 ¡0.919

Singular valuea 16.342 10.883 8.537 6.273 2.895
Proportion of variance 0.528 0.234 0.144 0.078 0.017
Cumulative proportion of variance 0.528 0.762 0.906 0.984 1.000

Coefficients within 30% of the largest value for each function are shown in bold.
a Singular values are the ratios of between-individual to within-individual standard deviations of the discriminant functions.
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The posterior of the beta mixed effects model used to model
proportion of speaker distance travelled in experiments 1 and 2.
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Table A4
Bayesian P values for the beta regression model of proportion of speaker distance
moved in experiment 1

Treatment p.Mean p.SD p.Median

Overall 0.37 0.48 0.36
Neighbour's callseneighbour's territory 0.39 0.57 0.24
Stranger's callseneighbour's territory 0.55 0.32 0.40
Neighbour's callsenovel location 0.27 0.55 0.46
Stranger's callsenovel location 0.28 0.48 0.34

Table A5
Bayesian P values for the model of orientation threshold in experiment 2

Treatment p.Mean p.SD p.Median

Overall 0.50 0.55 0.47
Neighbour's calls 0.50 0.33 0.12
Stranger's calls 0.50 0.76 0.82

Table A6
Bayesian P values for the model of phonotaxis threshold in experiment 2

Treatment p.Mean p.SD p.Median

Overall 0.49 0.58 0.57
Neighbour's calls 0.49 0.55 0.35
Stranger's calls 0.50 0.61 0.79

Table A7
Bayesian P values for the beta regression model of proportional approach distance in
experiment 2

Treatment p.Mean p.SD p.Median

Overall 0.68 0.37 0.67
Neighbour's calls 0.58 0.46 0.54
Stranger's calls 0.78 0.28 0.79
where J and F represent vectors of coefficients for the mean
process and dispersion process, respectively, while X and Z are the
corresponding design matrices. Each process has a random effect (ε
and t) to allow for individual variability in baseline response to
stimulus; the prior distributions of these parameters were centred
on 0 with variance terms, nε2 and nt

2.
The posterior of the linear mixed effects model used to model

orientation and phonotaxis thresholds in experiment 2.
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where y is the threshold response to stimulus (i.e. the SPL at which
orientation or phonotaxis occurred), b is a vector of coefficients for
the mean process, ε is a vector of residuals, a is a vector of indi-
vidual random effects, and X is the design matrix. The prior dis-
tributions of the error terms were centred on 0 with precision
terms, tε and na.
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